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D-CRITICAL LOCUS ON THE HILBERT SCHEME OF DIMENSION ZERO
SUBSCHEMES ON LOCAL P2
SHELDON KATZ AND YUN SHI
1. Introduction
Donaldson-Thomas (DT) theory was introduced in [Tho00] as an enumerative theory which
gives a virtual count of stable coherent sheaves with fixed topological invariants on certain 3-
folds, including Calabi-Yau threefolds. In the Calabi-Yau case, this moduli problem supports a
perfect obstruction theory of virtual dimension zero in good situations, and so defines a degree
zero class in the Chow ring of the moduli space — the virtual fundamental class of [BF97]. The
DT invariant is defined as the degree of this virtual fundamental class. This theory was applied
to Hilbert schemes of points in [Tho00] by identifying the Hilbert scheme with the moduli space
of their corresponding ideal sheaves.
It turns out that there is a rich structure underlying the DT invariant. The DT moduli space
supports a symmetric obstruction theory, which implies that the DT invariant is a weighted Euler
characteristic of the moduli space, the weighting being given by a constructible function on the
moduli space called the Behrend function [Beh09]. These ideas are applied to show that for a
projective threefold X, the generating function of the DT invariants of Hilbn(X) can be expressed
in terms of the MacMahon function and the Euler characteristic of X [BF08].
If the moduli space can be globally realized as a degeneracy locus, the value of its Behrend
function at a point can be expressed in terms of the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fiber at that
point [Beh09, PP98]. Replacing the Milnor fibers with their motivic incarnations, one is led to the
notion of Motivic DT invariants.
Motivic DT theory was introduced and developed in [KS, BJM19], and had been studied by
several authors ever since, see e.g. [BBS13, Dav, MMNS12, Nag]. One of the first computations
of motivic DT invariants was given for Hilbn(X), where X is a Calabi-Yau threefold [BBS13].
This computation relies on the fact that Hilbn(C3) can be realized as a degeneracy locus with an
equivariant torus action. The authors introduced a notion of motivic DT invariants of Hilbn(X)
based on their computations for Hilbn(C3).
Later, a general formalism for motivic DT invariants was given in [BJM19], using the notions
of a d-critical locus and orientation data introduced in [Joy15], the notion of orientation data
following [KS].
In this paper, we define a d-critical locus structure on Hilbn(X) when X = ω
P2 is local P
2,
the total space of the canonical bundle of P2. We then endow Hilbn(ω
P2) with orientation data
following [Dav], see also [Shi18]. Finally we show that the motivic DT invariants of Hilbn(X) as
defined using the d-critical locus and orientation data agree with the motivic DT invariants as
defined in [BBS13]. We therefore conclude that the results of [BBS13] are valid in the context of
the more general theory.
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Our methods can be extended to derive analogous results for other local Calabi-Yau threefolds
[KaS] including local Hirzebruch surfaces.
A natural question arises which we do not address further in this paper:
The notion of a d-critical locus was introduced as a classical truncation of the notion of a −1-
shifted symplectic structure in derived algebraic geometry. It was shown in [PTVV13] that the
derived moduli stack of sheaves on a Calabi-Yau threefold has a canonical −1-shifted symplectic
structure. Does its classical truncation agree with our d-critical locus structure?
1.1. Outline of the paper. In section 2 we review the background materials, including the defi-
nition of motivic DT invariant following [BJM19]. In section 3 we prove that there is a d-critical
locus structure on Hilbn(ω
P2) induced by copies of Hilb
n(C3)’s. In section 4, we discuss a col-
lection of orientation data on Hilbn(ωP2) associated to this d-critical structure. Finally in section
5, using the d-critical locus structure constructed in section 3 and the orientation data in section
4, we recover the computation of Hilbn(ω
P2) in [BBS13].
1.2. Notations. All schemes in this paper are assumed to be separated and of finite type over C.
We use X to denote a smooth quasi-projective Calabi-Yau 3-fold. We denote the local projective
plane by ω
P2 , and the projection from ωP2 to P
2 by pi : ω
P2 → P
2.
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2. Background
2.1. Introduction to motivic DT invariants. In this section, we review the main ingredients of
motivic Donaldson-Thomas (DT) invariants as defined by Bussi, Joyce and Meinhardt [BJM19].
First we recall the definition of the monodromic Grothendieck ring, where the motivic in-
variant associated to a moduli space lives. Let S be a separated scheme of finite type over C.
The Grothendieck group of S-schemes is the abelian group generated by isomorphism classes of
S-schemes [X → S], modulo the scissor relations:
[T → S] = [T′ → S] + [T\T′ → S]
for T′ a closed S-subscheme of T.
Now we consider an equivariant version of the Grothendieck ring. Let µn be the group of
nth roots of unity. A µn action on a scheme T is called good if every µn orbit is contained in an
affine subscheme of T. Note that there are maps µm → µn if n|m, defined by x → x
m
n forming an
inverse system. Denote lim
←−
µn by µˆ.
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Definition 2.1. ([BJM19], Definition 2.2) The monodromic Grothendieck group K
µˆ
0 (S) is the abelian
group generated by isomorphism classes [T → S, σˆ], where T is a separated S-scheme of finite type and
σˆ : µˆ× T → T
is a µˆ action which factors through a good µn action. The relations of K
µˆ
0 (S) are given by
(i) [T1, σˆ1] = [T2, σˆ2] for T1 and T2 equivariantly isomorphic as S schemes,
(ii) [T, σˆ] = [T′, σˆ|T′ ] + [T \ T
′, σˆ|T\T′,] for any T
′ ⊂ T closed σˆ invariant S-subscheme,
(iii) [T ×An, σˆ× τˆ1] = [T ×A
n, σˆ× τˆ2] for any linear µˆ actions τˆ1, τˆ2 on A
n.
Note that there is an obvious commutative ring structure on K
µˆ
0 (S) defined by
[T1, σˆ] · [T2, τˆ] = [T1 ×S T2, σˆ× τˆ].
We denote by L the element [A1 × S→ S, ιˆ], where ιˆ is the trivial action. Then we obtain a ring
M
µˆ
S = K
µˆ
0 (S)[L
−1]
by formally joining the inverse of L under this multiplication.
There is a less obvious product on K
µˆ
0 (S) orM
µˆ
S , called the convolution product. It is denoted
by ’⊙’ in [BJM19]. Since we will not explicitly use it in this paper, we refer to [Loo02], [DF00] and
[BJM19] for its definition.
The motivic DT invariants we consider here take values in a quotient of (M
µˆ
S,⊙) denoted by
(M
µˆ
S ,⊙). To define it, we first write
L
1/2 = [S, ιˆ]− [S× µ2, µ2]
with the natural µ2 action. The notation is justified since the square of the right hand side (using
⊙) can be checked to be L. It follows immediately that L−1/2 ∈ M
µˆ
S as well. Then to a principal
Z2 bundle P over a scheme T we associate a motive:
Υ(P) = L−1/2⊙ ([T, ιˆ]− [P, ρˆ]) ∈ M
µˆ
T,
where ρˆ is induced by the Z2 action on P. Then (M
µˆ
S ,⊙) is obtained from (M
µˆ
S,⊙) by taking
the quotient by the ideal generated by elements φ∗(Υ(P⊗Z2 Q)−Υ(P)⊙Υ(Q)), for all C scheme
morphisms φ : Z → S and P, Q principal Z2 bundles on Z. Note that if P is a trivial Z2 bundle,
then Υ(P) = 1 is trivial as well.
Now we review the definition of motivic DT invariants. First consider the special case when
the moduli space X can be globally realized as a degeneracy locus, i.e. X := {d f = 0} ⊂ U where
f : U → C is a regular function on a smooth scheme U. Then the motivic DT invariant can be
defined as the motivic vanishing cycle. We will not work with motivic vanishing cycles directly
in this paper, and we simply refer to [Loo02], [DF00], [BJM19] for their precise definition.
More generally, the motivic invariants can still be defined if the moduli space can be covered by
degeneracy loci which satisfy a compatibility condition. The precise notation for this structure is
called a d-critical locus structure [Joy15]. Let Y be a C scheme locally of finite type. The following
theorem is from [Joy15]:
Theorem 2.2. ([Joy15], Theorem 2.1) There exists a sheaf SY of C vector spaces, uniquely characterized
by two properties.
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(i) Suppose R ⊂ Y is a Zariski open subset of Y, and i : R →֒ U a closed embedding in some smooth
scheme U. Define the sheaf of ideals IR,U by the following exact sequence of vector spaces on R.
0→ IR,U → i
−1(OU) → OY|R → 0.
Then there is an exact sequence of sheaves of vector spaces on R:
0→ SY|R
ιR,U
−−→
i−1(OU)
I2R,U
d
−→
i−1(T∗U)
IR,U · i−1(T∗U)
,
where ιR,U is a morphism of sheaf of vector spaces, and d is the differential map.
(ii) Let R ⊂ S ⊂ Y be Zariski open inclusions, and i : R →֒ U, j : S →֒ V closed embeddings in smooth
schemes U and V. Let Φ : U → V be a morphism satisfies Φ ◦ i = j|R. Then the following diagram
commutes:
0 SY|R
j−1(OV)
I2S,V
|R
j−1(T∗V)
IS,V ·j−1(T∗V)
|R
0 SY|R
i−1(OU)
I2R,U
i−1(T∗U)
IR,U ·i−1(T∗U)
.
ιS,V |R
id
d
i−1(Φ♯) i−1(dΦ)
ιR,U d
Let S0Y be the kernel of the composition
SY → OY → OYred.
Then the sheaf SY has a canonical decomposition
SY ≃ CY ⊕S
0
Y .
Definition 2.3. ([Joy15] Definition 2.5) An algebraic d-critical locus over C is a pair (Y, s), where Y
is a C scheme and s ∈ H0(S0Y) such that the following is satisfied: for every point y ∈ Y, there is a
Zariski open neighborhood R of y with a closed embedding i : R →֒ U into a smooth scheme U, such that
i(R) = {d f = 0} ⊂ U for f : U → C a regular function on U. Furthermore, ιR,U(s|R) = i
−1( f ) + I2R,U.
Using the notation in the definition, the charts (R,U, f , i)’s are called critical charts of (Y, s).
Consider a moduli space which has a d-critical locus structure. In particular it is locally
covered by degeneracy loci, and one can associate motivic vanishing cycles to the local charts.
However, these locally defined invariants do not naturally agree on intersections, see e.g. [BJM19]
Example 3.5. However, these locally defined invariants can be modified using orientation data,
and they then agree and can be glued to a global motivic invariant.
To give the definition of orientation data, we first recall the notion of the virtual canonical
bundle of a d-critical locus.
Theorem 2.4. Let (Y, s) be a d-critical locus, and let Yred be Y with its reduced structure. Then there
exists a line bundle KY,s on Y
red which is uniquely defined by two properties.
(i) If(R,U, f , i) is a critical chart on (Y, s), there is a natural isomorphism
ιR,U, f ,i : KY,s|Rred → i
∗(K⊗2U )|Rred , (2.1)
where KU is the usual canonical bundle of U.
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(ii) Let Φ : (R,U, f , i) → (S,V, g, j) be an embedding of critical charts on (Y, s). Then there is an
isomorphism of line bundles on Crit( f )red:
JΦ : K
⊗2
U |Crit( f )red → Φ|
∗
Crit( f )red
(K⊗
2
V ).
such that
i|∗
Rred
(JΦ) : i
∗(K⊗
2
U )|Rred → j
∗(K⊗
2
V )|Rred ,
is an isomorphism and
ιS,V,g,j|Rred = i|
∗
Rred
(JΦ) ◦ ιR,U, f ,i : KX,s|Rred → j
∗(K⊗
2
V )|Rred.
Here JΦ is induced by the isomorphism KU ⊗Λ
nN∗UV → Φ
∗(KV). For details of the definition
of JΦ see [Joy15], Def. 2.26 or [BJM19], section 4.
Definition 2.5. ([Joy15] Definition 2.31) Let (Y, s) be a d-critical locus. An orientation data is given
by a line bundle L on Yred with L⊗2 ≃ KY,s .
With these two additional structures, a global motivic DT invariant can always be defined:
Theorem 2.6. ([BJM19] Theorem 5.10) Let (Y, s) be a finite type algebraic d-critical locus with a choice
of orientation K1/2Y,s . There exists a unique motive MFY,s ∈ M
µˆ
Y with the property that if (R,U, f , i) is a
critical chart on (Y, s), then
MFY,s|R = i
∗(L−dimU/2⊙MF
φ
U, f )⊙ Υ(QR,U, f ,i) ∈ M
µˆ
R.
Here, the term MF
φ
U, f is the motivic vanishing cycle associated to the critical chart (R,U, f , i),
and QR,U, f ,i is the principal Z2 bundle of local isomorphisms αR : K
1/2
Y,s |Rred → i
∗(KU)|Rred such
that α⊗2R = ιR,U, f ,i in equation 2.1.
2.2. Construction of Hilbn(C3). We next briefly recall the construction of Hilbn(C3) used in
[BBS13], in particular its presentation as a degeneracy locus.
To a subscheme Z ⊂ C3 with Hilbert polynomial PZ = n we can associate an n-dimensional
vector space Vn = H0(OZ), three pairwise commuting linear maps
X,Y,Z : Vn → Vn
defined as multiplication by x, y, z ∈ C[x, y, z], and a vector v ∈ Vn corresponding to 1 ∈ H0(OZ).
The vector is v cyclic for the action of C[X,Y,Z] on Vn: C[X,Y,Z] · v = Vn.
Now consider the space of triples of n× n matrices and a vector in Vn:
Hom(Vn,Vn)
3 ×Vn.
This space is a quasiprojective variety and admits a GL(Vn) action induced from the action of
GL(Vn) on Vn. The character χ : GL(Vn) → C∗ defined by χ(g) = det(g) defines a linearization
of the trivial bundle. Let U be the stable locus of the linearization. It turns out that U consists of
the points (X,Y,Z, v) where v is cyclic for the action of X,Y,Z. Consider the GIT quotient
NHilbn(C3) := Hom(Vn,Vn)
3 ×Vn GLn = U/GLn
with respect to this linearization. Let W : NHilbn(C3) → C be the function on NHilbn(C3)
defined by W(X,Y,Z, v) = tr([X,Y]Z). The condition {dW = 0} is equivalent to the condition
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that X, Y and Z pairwise commute. Then the locus {dW = 0} is isomorphic to Hilbn(C3). As the
construction suggests, we call NHilbn(C3) the noncommutative Hilbert scheme.
Remark. While any nonzero scalar multiple of W would work just as well as W in defining
Hilbn(C3), the construction of [BBS13] makes clear that the choice of Calabi-Yau form dx∧ dy∧ dz
on C3 determines the normalization ofW described above. More precisely, any determinant 1 lin-
ear change of coordinates in T = span{x, y, z} will leaveW unchanged. We will show in the next
section how a choice of Calabi-Yau form on ω
P2 produces consistent choices of normalizations of
W and determines a d-critical locus structure on Hilbn(ω
P2).
3. D-critical Locus Structure on Hilbn(ω
P2)
In the previous section, we saw that Hilbn(C3) can be globally realized as a degeneracy lo-
cus. In this section, we show that Hilbn(ω
P2) has a d-critical locus structure with critical charts
isomorphic to (Hilbn(C3),NHilbn(C3),W, i).
Since the sheaf SHilbn(ω
P2
) is intrinsic to Hilb
n(ω
P2), it is enough to find a collection of critical
charts cover Hilbn(ω
P2) such that the local sections satisfies the gluing condition in Definition
2.3.
Let ℓ be a line in P2. We denote pi−1(P2 \ ℓ) ≃ C3 by Cℓ. Since the argument in this section
does not depend on n, we do not include n expicitly in the notation. Let
Rℓ = Hilb
n(Cℓ),
and let
Nℓ = NHilb
n(Cℓ).
Denote the embeding of Rℓ in Nℓ by iℓ, and the local section on Nℓ by Wℓ.
Then Hilbn(ω
P2) can be covered by the collection of Zariski open subsets {Hilb
n(Cℓ)}ℓ⊂P2 . We
only need to properly normalize the Wℓ’s and show that they glue to define a section in H
0(S0Y).
It is enough to show that the Wℓ’s glue to a section in H
0(SY), see Remark 2.6 (a) in [Joy15].
We describe ω
P2 as the quotient
ω
P2 =
{
(x, y, z, p) ∈ C4 | (x, y, z) 6= (0, 0, 0)
} / (
(x, y, z, p) ∼
(
λx, λy, λz, λ−3p
))
with λ ∈ C∗. Then
Ω = xdy ∧ dz ∧ dp− ydx ∧ dz∧ dp ∧ dx+ zdx ∧ dy ∧ dp− 3pdx ∧ dy ∧ dz
is a nowhere vanishing 3-form on ω
P2 . This 3-form arises from contracting the C
∗-invariant
4-form dx ∧ dy ∧ dz ∧ dp with the Euler vector field x∂x + y∂y + z∂z − 3p∂p.
Note that Ω is invariant under determinant 1 linear transformations of H0(O
P2(1)), identified
with the linear span of {x, y, z}.
We now let ℓx ⊂ P2 be the line x = 0, and we consider the chart Cℓx of ωP2 . On Cℓx we
introduce local affine coordinates
(y0, z0, p0) = (x
−1y, x−1z, x3p).
In these coordinates, we haveΩ|Cx = dy0∧ dz0∧ dp0. Using these local coordinates to identify Cℓx
with C3, we get a critical chart (Hilbn(Cℓx),NHilb
n(Cℓx),Wℓx , iℓx ) and a corresponding section
of sℓx ∈ H
0(S0
Hilbn(Cℓx )
). This critical chart is independent of any determinant 1 change of linear
coordinates, following the remark at the end of Section 2.2.
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Next, let ℓy ⊂ P2 be the line y = 0, and we consider the chart Cℓy of ωP2 . On Cℓy we introduce
local affine coordinates
(z1, x1, p1) = (y
−1z, xy−1, y3p).
In these coordinates, we have Ω|Cℓy = dz1 ∧ dx1 ∧ dp1. This coordinate system gives us another
critical chart (Hilbn(Cℓ1),NHilb
n(Cℓ1),Wℓ1 , iℓ1 ) and a corresponding section of sℓy ∈ H
0(S0
Hilbn(Cℓy)
).
We now show that sℓx and sℓy agree on the intersection Hilb
n(Cℓx)∩ Hilb
n(Cℓy) ⊂ Hilb
n(ω
P2).
We first note the change of coordinates
z1 = y
−1
0 z0, x1 = y
−1
0 , p1 = p0y
3
0. (3.1)
We next transfer the construction of Section 2.2 to Cℓx . We let Y0,Z0 and P0 be three n × n
matrices with indeterminate entries Y0(k, l), Z0(k, l) and P0(k, l), representing multiplication by
y0, z0 and p0, respectively. Let v1, ..., vn be n additional indeterminates and put
A0 = k[Y0(k, l),Z0(k, l), P0(k, l), v1, ..., vn].
Denote by U0 the open subset (Spec(A0))
ss of Spec(A0) with respect to the natural GLn action.
Let A01 = A0[det(Y0)
−1]. We denote U0 ∩ SpecA01 by U01. We similarly define
A1 = k[Z1(k, l),X1(k, l), P1(k, l), v1, . . . , vn],
U1 = (Spec(A1))
ss, A10 = A1[det(X1)
−1], and U10 = U1 ∩ SpecA10.
There is an isomorphism
φ : A10 ≃ A01
which identifies
Z1 = Y
−1
0 Z0,X1 = Y
−1
0 , P1 = P0Y
3
0
induced by the change of coordinates (3.1) after making a choice in the order of matrix multipli-
cation. This induces the isomorphism of open subsets:
U01 ∩ φ
−1(U10) ≃ φ(U01) ∩U10, (3.2)
where we have abused notation slightly by using φ to also denote the induced map Spec(A01)→
Spec(A10).
Let R0 ∩R1 be the intersection of R0 and R1 taken inside Hilb
n(ωP2). Note that U01 andU10 are
invariant under the GL(Vn) action. Hence (U01 ∩ φ
−1(U10))/GL(Vn) is an open neighborhood of
R0 ∩ R1 in U01/GL(Vn) ⊂ N0, and (φ(U01) ∩U10)/GL(Vn) is an open neighborhood of R0 ∩ R1
in U10/GL(Vn) ⊂ N1. Then (3.2) induces an isomorphism
i−10 (ON0)/I
2
R0,N0
|R0∩R1 ≃ i
−1
1 (ON1)/I
2
R1,N1
|R0∩R1 . (3.3)
We have similar isomorphisms of the other local sheaves used in defining SHilbn(ω
P2
).
For j = 0, 1, we have exact sequences of sheaves on Nj
0→ Kj → i
−1
ℓ (ONj)/I
2
Rj,Nj
d
−→ i−1(T∗Nj)/IRj,Nj · i
−1(T∗Nj)
where Kj is defined as the kernel, and is naturally identified with the sheaf SRj .
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We deduce the following commutative diagram, where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms:
0 → (K0) |R0∩R1 →
(
i−10 (ON0)/I
2
R0,N0
)
|R0∩R1
d
−→
(
i−1(T∗N0)/IR0,N0 · i
−1(T∗N0)
)
|R0∩R1
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → (K1) |R0∩R1 →
(
i−10 (ON1)/I
2
R1,N1
)
|R0∩R1
d
−→
(
i−1(T∗N1)/IR1,N1 · i
−1(T∗N1)
)
|R0∩R1
.
(3.4)
We show that the sections s0 ∈ H
0(K0) and s1 ∈ H
0(K1) agree on R0 ∩ R1 according to the
leftmost isomorphism in (3.4). For this, it suffices to show that their images in i−10 (ON0)/I
2
R0,N0
and i−11 (ON1)/I
2
R1,N1
agree on R0 ∩ R1 via the isomorphism (3.3). We verify this in Lemma 3.1
below.
We consider the potentials W0 = tr([Y0,Z0]P0]) on U0 and W1 = tr([Z1,X1]P1]) on U1. Since
the trace is invariant under the GLn action, each Wj descends to a function on Nj. We abuse
notation and interpretWj as a function on both Uj and on Nj. Denote the image of i
−1
j (Wj) in the
sheaf i−1j (ONj)/I
2
Rj,Nj
by i−1j (Wj) + I
2
Rj,Nj
. Then we have:
Lemma 3.1. i−10 (W0) + I
2
R0,N0
|R0∩R1 = i
−1
1 (W1) + I
2
R1,N1
|R0∩R1 under the identification 3.3.
It follows immediately that the sections s0 and s1 agree on R0 ∩ R1.
Proof. We give two proofs.
First proof. We prove this identity by showing these two local sections agree in a completion of
A0. Under the isomorphism (3.3), we have
W0|Spec(A01) = tr(Y0Z0P0 − Z0Y0P0) = tr(Y0Z0P0 −Y0P0Z0),
W1|Spec(A01) = tr(Y
−1
0 Z0Y
−1
0 P0Y
3
0 −Y
−2
0 Z0P0Y
3
0 ) = tr(Y
−1
0 P0Y
2
0Z0 −Y0Z0P0),
where we have repeatedly made use of the identity tr(MN) = tr(NM) for n× n matrices M and
N.
Let Â0 be the completion of A0 at the ideal I generated by the entries of E0 := Id− Y0. In Â0
we have
W0 = tr((Id− E0)Z0P0 − (Id− E0)P0Z0),
W1 = tr((Id+ E0 + E
2
0 + ...)P0(Id− E0)
2Z0 − (Id− E0)Z0P0).
We let dn be the sum of the terms in the expansion of W1 −W0 which are of degree n in the
entries of E0. We easily check that dn = 0 for n = 0, 1. For n ≥ 2, dn is given by:
dn = tr((E0)
nP0Z0 − 2(E0)
n−1P0E0Z0 + (E0)
n−2P0(E0)
2Z0).
By the cyclic property of the trace,
dn = tr(−(E0)
n−2(E0P0 − P0E0)(E0Z0 − Z0E0)).
Hence in Â0, we have
W1 = W0 − tr((
∞
∑
n=0
En0 )(E0P0 − P0E0)(E0Z0 − Z0E0)).
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Writing Â0 ≃ k[Z0(k, l), P0(k, l), v1, ..., vn][[δij − Y0(k, l)]], it clear that Â0 is an integral domain
and the natural map A0 → Â0 is injective. Furthermore Y0 is invertible when considered as
matrix with entries in Â0: its inverse is given by
Y−10 =
∞
∑
n=0
En0 .
Thus det(Y0) is invertible in Â0 (uniquely invertible since Â0 is a domain), we deduce a ring
homomorphism
A01 = A0[det(Y0)
−1]→ Â0
which is immediately seen to be injective.
Hence in A01, we have
W1 = W0 − tr(Y
−1
0 (E0P0 − P0E0)(E0Z0 − Z0E0) = W0 − tr(Y
−1
0 (P0Y0 − Y0P0)(Z0Y0 −Y0Z0),
which implies that
i−10 (W0) + I
2
R0,N0
= i−11 (W1) + I
2
R1,N1
.
Second proof. We compute
W0|Spec(A01) −W1|Spec(A01) = tr(Y0Z0P0 − Z0Y0P0)− tr(Y
−1
0 Z0Y
−1
0 P0Y
3
0 − Y
−2
0 Z0P0Y
3
0 ).
Using the cyclic property of the trace, this simplifies to
tr(2Y0Z0P0 − Z0Y0P0 − Z0Y
−1
0 P0Y
2
0 ) = tr([Z0Y
−1
0 ,Y0][P0,Y0]) = tr([Z0,Y0]Y
−1
0 [P0,Y0]).
Since the matrix entries of [Z0,Y0] and [P0,Y0] are in IR0,N0 by definition, this expression is in
I2R0,N0 .

Next, we consider a general Cℓ’s. Choosing any homogenous equation ax + by+ cz = 0 of ℓ,
we can find a determinant 1 linear transformation of the span of {x, y, z} taking x to ax+ by+ cz.
In this way, we transfer the d-critical locus structure from Hilbn(Cℓx) to Hilb
n(Cℓ). Furthermore,
our previous discussion shows that this d-critical locus structure is independent of the choice of
equation for ℓ and the choice of a determinant 1 linear transformation.
Now, given another Cℓ′ , we get a d-critical locus structure on Hilb
n(Cℓ′) and we want to show
that this agrees with the Hilbn(Cℓ) on the intersection Hilb
n(Cℓ) ∩ Hilb
n(Cℓ′) ⊂ Hilb
n(ω
P2).
But this is easy. We choose an equation dx + ey + f z for ℓ′ and find a determinant 1 linear
transformation of the span of {x, y, z} taking x to ax+ by+ cz and y to dx+ ey+ f z. The desired
compatibility then follows from Lemma 3.1.
Since the Hilbn(Cℓ) cover Hilb
n(ω
P2) and support pairwise compatible d-critical loci, we have
proven
Theorem 3.2. The charts (Hilbn(Cℓ),Nℓ, iℓ,Wℓ) define an algebraic d-critical locus structure
(Hilbn(ω
P2), s). The section s is obtained by gluing the Wℓ’s.
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4. Orientation data on (Hilbn(ω
P2), s)
We first work out the virtual canonical bundle associated to the d-critical locus (Hilbn(ω
P2), s)
following the construction in [Dav].
Proposition 4.1. Let F be the universal object on Hilbn(ω
P2) and let pi1 : Hilb
n(ω
P2) × ωP2 →
Hilbn(ω
P2) be the projection. Then we have
KHilbn(ω
P2
),s ≃ (det(pi1∗F)
∗)2. (4.1)
Proof. We first prove condition (i) in Definition 2.4. Let (R,U, f , i) = (Hilbn(Cℓ),Nℓ, iℓ,Wℓ) be a
critical chart of (Hilbn(ω
P2), s). It may be more clear if we use the quiver description of U = Nℓ.
It is well known that NHilbn(C3) is isomorphic to the moduli space of stable representations of
the following quiver:
s∞ s0
x
y
z
a
with V∞ of dimension one and V0 of dimension n. Here the quiver stability condition is equivalent
to the condition that for any nonzero v ∈ V∞, a(v) generates V0 under the action of x, y and z.
We abuse notation slightly, also denoting by V0 and V∞ the corresponding universal bundles
on Nℓ. We see that the cotangent bundle of Nℓ is given by
ΩNℓ ≃ (V
∗
0 ⊗V0)⊕ (V
∗
0 ⊗V0)⊕ (V
∗
0 ⊗V0)⊕ (V
∗
0 ⊗V∞). (4.2)
The bundle (V0)|Hilbn(Cℓ) is isomorphic to pi1∗F|Hilbn(Cℓ) by the construction of the Hilbert scheme.
Also, the global section 1 of pi1∗F corresponds to a trivialization of (V∞)|Hilbn(Cℓ). Hence we have
a canonical isomorphism induced by (4.2):
K2Nℓ |Hilbn(Cℓ) ≃ det
(
(V∗0 ⊗V∞) |Hilbn(Cℓ)
)2
≃ (det(pi1∗F)
∗|Hilbn(Cℓ))
2.
This shows condition (i).
It is easy to see condition (ii) is satisfied by checking the restriction of (det(pi1∗F)
∗)2 to the crit-
ical charts (Hilbn(Cℓ),Nℓ, iℓ,Wℓ) and (Hilb
n(Cℓ)
′,N′ℓ, i
′
ℓ,W
′
ℓ), where N
′
ℓ is a Zariski open subset
of Nℓ and Hilb
n(Cℓ)
′ = Hilbn(Cℓ) ∩ N
′
ℓ. 
By Proposition 4.1, we see that det(pi1∗F)
∗ defines an orientation data on (Hilbn(ω
P2), s).
5. Motivic DT invariants for Hilbn(ω
P2)
In this section we use the d-critical locus structure from Section 3 and the orientation data
from Section 4 to compute the motivic DT invariants of Hilbn(ω
P2), showing that it agrees with
the computation in [BBS13].
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We first recall some definations used in [BBS13]. Let X be a quasi-projective threefold. Then
Hilbn(X) admits a stratification
Hilbn(X) =∐
α⊢n
Hilbnα(X),
where α is a partition of n, and Hilbnα(X) is the locally closed subscheme of Hilb
n(X) parametriz-
ing length n subschemes whose support multiplicities are given by α. In particular, there are αi
length i clusters in the length n subscheme.
First consider the case of Hilbn(C3). Define the relative motivic class of Hilbn(C3) inM
µˆ
Hilbn(C3)
by:
[Hilbn(C3)]relvir = L
−dim(NHilbn(C3)/2)⊙MF
φ
NHilbn(C3),W
. (5.1)
Comparing to Theorem 2.6, we see that this is the motivic invariant associated to (Hilbn(C3),W)
without the contribution of a principal Z2 bundle from the orientation data. Let [Hilb
n
α(C
3)]relvir
to be the pullback of [Hilbn(C3)]relvir to Hilb
n
α(C
3). On the deepest strata, there is an embedding
{0} × Hilbn(C3)0 ⊂ C
3 × Hilbn(C3)0 ≃ Hilb
n
(n)(C
3) (5.2)
where Hilbn
(n)
(C3) is the punctual Hilbert scheme. The isomorphism in (5.2) is given by sending
(p,Z) ∈ C3 × Hilbn(C3)0 to the subscheme Z+ p ⊂ C
3 obtained by translating Z by p.
Let [Hilbn(C3)0]relvir be the pullback of [Hilb
n
(n)
(C3)]relvir to Hilb
n(C3)0. Also define the ab-
solute motivic classes to be the pushforwards of the corresponding relative motivic classes to a
point, and denote them by [Hilbn(C3)], [Hilbnα(C
3)] and [Hilbn(C3)0] respectively.
Recall the following proposition and definition in [BBS13]:
Proposition 5.1. ([BBS13] Proposition 2.6) (1) The absolute motivic class [Hilbnα(C
3)] and [Hilbnα(C
3)0]
live in the subring MC ⊂ M
µˆ
C
.
(2) On the closed stratum,
[Hilbn(n)(C
3)] = L3 · [Hilbn(C3)0] ∈ MC.
(3) More generally, for a general stratum,
[Hilbnα(C
3)] = piGα([∏
i
(C3)αi \ ∆] ·∏
i
[Hilbi(C3)αi0 ]).
where the map piGα is defined by taking the orbit space on generators.
Definition 5.2. ([BBS13] definition 3.1) We define motivic classes [Hilbnα(X)] ∈ MC and [Hilb
n(X)] ∈
MC as follows.
(1) on the deepest stratum,
[Hilbn(n)(X)] = [X] · [Hilb
n(C3)0].
(2) More generally, on all strata,
[Hilbnα(X)] = piGα([∏
i
Xαi \ ∆] ·∏
i
[Hilbi(C3)αi0 ]).
(3) Finally
[Hilbn(X)] =∑
α
[Hilbnα(X)].
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Now consider the case when X = ω
P2 . Let [Hilb
n(ω
P2)] be defined as in Definition 5.2. Then
we have
Theorem 5.3. Given the d-critical locus (Hilbn(ω
P2), s) and the choice of orientation data det(pi1∗F)
∗,
then the absolute motivic class of the motive given by Theorem 2.6 concides with [Hilbn(ω
P2)].
Proof. Since we are given a d-critical locus structure with a choice of orientation data, by Theorem
2.6 there is a unique globally well defined motivic DT invariant MFHilbnω
P2
,s. Furthermore, for
any critical chart (Rℓ,Uℓ, fℓ, iℓ) = (Hilb
n(Cℓ),Nℓ,Wℓ, iℓ) this invariant satisfies:
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbn(Cℓ) = i
∗
ℓ (L
−dimNℓ/2 ⊙MF
φ
Nℓ,Wℓ
)⊙ Υ(QHilbn(Cℓ),Nℓ,Wℓ,iℓ) ∈ M
µˆ
Hilbn(Cℓ)
.
By the proof of Proposition 4.1 we have a canonical isomorphism
det(pi1∗F)
∗|Hilbn(Cℓ)red ≃ KNℓ |Hilbn(Cℓ)red.
Hence QHilbn(Cℓ),Nℓ,Wℓ,iℓ) and therefore Υ(QHilbn(Cℓ),Nℓ,Wℓ,iℓ) are trivial, implying
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbn(Cℓ) = [Hilb
n(Cℓ)]relvir.
By Proposition 5.1, [Hilbn(Cℓ)]relvir ∈ MHilbn(Cℓ). Since the Hilb
n(Cℓ) cover Hilb
n(ω
P2), it follows
that MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s ∈ MHilbn(ω
P2
).
Hence we have
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s =∑
α
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbnα(ωP2 )
. (5.3)
Since
Hilbn(n)(Cℓ) ≃ Cℓ × Hilb
n(C3)0
and W is translation invariant in the sense that
tr([X,Y]Z) = tr([X+ xId,Y+ yId](Z+ zId))
for any (x, y, z) ∈ C3, we see that
[Hilbn(n)(Cℓ)]relvir = p
∗
2 [Hilb
n(C3)0]relvir,
where p2 : Cℓ × Hilb
n(C3)0 → Hilb
n(C3)0 is the projection to the second factor. Then on the
deepest strata, we have
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbn
(n)
(Cℓ)
= [Hilbn(n)(Cℓ)]relvir = [Cℓ × Hilb
n(C3)0] ·Hilbn(C3)0 [Hilb
n(C3)0]relvir.
We use the subscript to indicate the scheme over which the product of relative motivic classes
takes place. Since the motivic invariant MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s is uniquely determined by its restriction to
the Hilbn(Cℓ), we have
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbn
(n)
(ω
P2
) = [ωP2 × Hilb
n(C3)0] ·Hilbn(C3)0 [Hilb
n(C3)0]relvir.
Now consider a general stratum. Let Vα ⊂ ∏i Hilb
i
(i)
(C3)αi be the open subset on which the
clusters have distinct supports. We have
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbnα(Cℓ) =[Hilb
n
α(Cℓ)]relvir
=piGα(∏
i
[Hilbi(i)(C
3)αi ]relvir|Vα).
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We also have a fiber product expression
∏
i
[Hilbi(i)(C
3)αi ]relvir =∏
i
[
(
C
3 × Hilbi(C3)0
)αi
] ·Hilbnα,0(C3)
[(Hilbnα,0(C
3)]relvir.
where we have put Hilbnα,0(C
3) = ∏i
(
Hilbi(C3)0
)αi .
Then we get
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s|Hilbnα(ωP2 )
= piGα
([(
∏
i
ω
αi
P2
− ∆
)
× Hilbnα,0(C
3)
]
· [(Hilbnα,0(C
3)]relvir
)
, (5.4)
where ∆ ⊂ ∏i ω
αi
P2
is the big diagonal.
Taking the absolute motivic class of (5.3) and using (5.4), we see that the absolute motive of
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),s matches the motivic class of [BBS13] from Definition 5.2, completing the proof. 
These absolute motives can be combined into a generating function
Zω
P2
(t) =
∞
∑
n=0
MFHilbn(ω
P2
),st
n.
Let Exp denote the plethystic exponential.
Corollary 5.4.
Zω
P2
(t) = Exp
(
L−3/2[ωP2 ]t(
1−L1/2t
) (
1−L−1/2t
)) .
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 5.3 and the corresponding result in [BBS13]. 
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